
WRITING A PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE IN ASSEMBLY

This is by no means a complete tutorial on writing a programming . LLVM, while not assembly language hard, is gigantic
complex library hard.

Variable names, keywords, and constants, and punctuation like braces are all examples of tokens. Since a
computer's behavior is fundamentally defined by its instruction set, the logical way to learn such concepts is to
study an assembly language. Using a generator will take up about as much time as writing one by hand, and it
will marry you to the generator which matters when porting the compiler to a new platform. If you plan to
compile, a slower language like Python or JavaScript is more acceptable. Macro parameter substitution is
strictly by name: at macro processing time, the value of a parameter is textually substituted for its name.
However, some higher-level languages incorporate run-time components and operating system interfaces that
can introduce such delays. With these two components, we have a functional compiler that interprets TOY
language with Python. Every step is small enough to feel manageable, and at the end of the every step you
have a working compiler. Modify and extend legacy code written for IBM mainframe computers. Although
assembly language has specific niche uses where it is important see below , there are other tools for
optimization. But this is only scratching the surface of a very complex topic. For instance, a "sort" macro
could accept the specification of a complex sort key and generate code crafted for that specific key, not
needing the run-time tests that would be required for a general procedure interpreting the specification. The
user specifies options by coding a series of assembler macros. In step one, you just return constants; in a later
step you handle addition and subtraction; and so on. The predominant parsing library is Bison. You can
change the name of your tokens if you want, but I recommend keeping the same to keep consistency with the
Parser. Thus a macro might generate numerous assembly language instructions or data definitions, based on
the macro arguments. It also has functions to transform data from each stage to the next. Upon compilation a
built-in assembler produced inline machine code. Assembly directives[ edit ] Assembly directives, also called
pseudo-opcodes, pseudo-operations or pseudo-ops, are commands given to an assembler "directing it to
perform operations other than assembling instructions. Macro assemblers often allow macros to take
parameters. Parentheses and other special symbols, along with block-oriented structured programming
constructs, controlled the sequence of the generated instructions. You can just install GCC from Homebrew
and use that instead, or you can futz around with XCode and figure out how to make it build bit binaries. Say
you added optimization to your compiler. I started basically by having the compiler do very basic parsing of
M68k assembler and just pass everything that looked like assembler straight through. But yes, it was easy to
shoot your foot off with it. Bison works a lot like Flex. Instruction set simulators for monitoring, tracing and
debugging where additional overhead is kept to a minimum Situations where no high-level language exists, on
a new or specialized processor for which no cross compiler is available. Technically any language could be
compiled or interpreted, but one or the other usually makes more sense for a specific language. Extended
mnemonics are often used to specify a combination of an opcode with a specific operand, e. This technique is
used by hackers to crack commercial software, and competitors to produce software with similar results from
competing companies. Parser The second component in our compiler is the Parser. Data directives[ edit ]
There are instructions used to define data elements to hold data and variables. There has been little apparent
demand for more sophisticated assemblers since the decline of large-scale assembly language development.
The system's portable code can then use these processor-specific components through a uniform interface.
Examples have included firmware for telephones, automobile fuel and ignition systems, air-conditioning
control systems, security systems, and sensors. Programs that need to use processor-specific instructions not
implemented in a compiler.


